
 

Personal Reflection Post-Guest Lecture 

 

Lesson Reflection 

On Friday, February 14th, 2020, I had the opportunity to deliver a lesson detailing 

how to construct mind maps for careers to third-year undergraduate students in a Life 

Sciences placement course. The classroom that I delivered the lesson in came equipped 

with whiteboards a projector screen, an HDMI cord locked away in a closet and 13 long 

rows of tables that could fit around 60 students - a far cry from the 27 students in 

attendance that day.  

Prior to delivering my lesson on mind maps, I was able to design a lesson plan 

that would aid my delivery. The lesson plan template compacted my hour lesson into a 

concise template design using the BOPPS method; bridge-in, outcomes, pre-assessment, 

participatory learning, post-assessment, and summary. As I filled in the template for my 

lesson plan, I had to visualize the room I would teach in and draw from memory how the 

previous classes were instructed by my teaching assistant supervisor, in order to maintain 

some level of consistency. One of my colleagues provided excellent feedback on my plan 

and highlighted ideas that they thought would go well and some ideas they suggested that 

I revised. One of those was changing an intended learning outcome (ILO) to start with a 

different transition word. Originally, I thought the students would combine and organize 

whole brain thinking using a few cortical skills; however, my peer posed a very great 

point. How could one combine and organize whole brain thinking? As a cognitive 

neuroscience graduate student, I could easily answer this, but I realized this ILO seemed 

awkward and not simple enough for third-year undergraduates to grasp. I took this ILO 

and simplified it using the word ‘combine’. 
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After revising my plan, constructing a PowerPoint presentation and reviewing 

how I would deliver the lesson, February the 14th arrived! I was not nervous at all, since I 

already gained a rapport with the students, interacting with them on a weekly basis. The 

set-up was quite easy. I opened the PowerPoint presentation, connected to the HDMI and 

it showed up on the projector screen - success! I then set-up a group activity on a few of 

the white boards positioned around the room. And then I waited. The more I waited, the 

more it seemed as though a few too many students skipped class. Reflecting back on the 

day, there were 10 students who did not attend. I am realizing it was either due to the 

class landing on Valentine’s Day, or they figured out the instructor would not be 

attending and “it was only the TA that would be there”. It is unfortunate since an 

assignment came from my lesson; however, all the students are allowed to miss one class 

without an MSAF or explanation.  

I started the class at 10:35, allowing extra time for late comers to arrive, and then 

I began. I began with a few announcements and led into my bridge-in. To summarize, the 

entire lesson was structured around my bridge-in questions, “who knows exactly what 

career they want to pursue after graduation?” Half the class raised their hands. “Of those 

who raised their hands, how many of you have a backup plan?” A quarter of the class 

raised their hands. “Keep your hands up if you have a plan C?” No one kept their hands 

up. I began to talk about why mapping out careers and having back up plans were very 

important. And from there, the class resumed smoothly. They were asked to design a 

rough draft of a mind map outlining three careers and then talk amongst like-minded 

individuals in their pre-determined groups. These groups are based off of placement 

similarity. For instance, a student in a chiropractor placement would be in the same group 
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with a student in a physiotherapy placement. Following the group activity on the 

whiteboard and discussing various careers amongst peers, each student debriefed verbally 

to the entire class their three career choices while reflecting on why they wanted to 

pursue each career. It was so interesting to observe young students’ motivation for career 

choices. One wanted to work but wanted an environment where they would get a definite 

break, i.e., an elementary school teacher, another was so motivated by making a lot of 

money that all her reasons for career options were that she would make a ton of money! 

Overall, the experience has truly enhanced my passion for teaching undergraduates.    

 

 
 


